KIAC ONSEN MIRACLE TALE

FRANÇOIS-XAVIER ROUYER & KYOKO TAKENAKA

KIAC ONSENC MIRACLE is the result of a long process work started in 2017, mixing trips to Japan, rehearsals times, artistic
discussions and creative walks between François-Xavier Rouyer and Kyoko Takenaka, an encounter of two cultures about
the question of beliefs.
François-Xavier Rouyer has been interested for long in the links between religious background and ways of playing at the
theater, studying different ways of approaching theater in countries with a catholic and a protestant background,
especially France in comparison with German and Swiss theater.
At the invitation of Kyoko Takenaka they started to talk and work around the notion of how the society is reflected by the
theater and especially in Japan, regarding beliefs over there, use of language, things allowed and not allowed, links
between contemporary theater and traditional one.
Mixing fictional and documentary texts, the intimate and the political, and using various language registers, playing on
the multiple modalities of the Japanese language, the show evolves from different grounds of speech, always pushing the
spectators to ask himself about what is actually seeing and “who” is actually speaking.

What do we believe in when we go to the theater ?
Do we believe in something different when we go to the theater in Japan and in Europe ?
Going together to see Japanese and European shows, starting to work from French texts written by François-Xavier and
translated by Kyoko, we realized that European dramatic texts translated to Japanese language were making a huge
transformation.
What the language allows and what he doesn’t
When William Shakespeare or Anton Tcheckhov are being played in Japanese, a double work is needed from the actor.
First of all, of course, he must say the words of the part but he must also find ways to pass to the audience the meaning
of what he’s saying due to the very strange Japanese translation use, generally very literary, absolutely not using the
daily language.
Cultural Context
In France, hugs between family members and friends are commonplace, but in Japan, it is not so normal. Similarly, there
is an immeasurable difference between saying the words "I love you" in the Japanese cultural sphere and in the French
cultural sphere. Ignoring the cultural context of the language, this project seeks to explore the discomfort of having the
context of another culture played out in the form of "text" in a theatrical context.
What we see when we think
Consider the nudity of the space in which the theater is performed. Think of the miracle that there are no trees growing
there, but if an actor says, "This forest is quiet," we assume there are trees there. The performative aspect of the spoken
word : does it have the same power in the two cultures ?

“
We met with Kyoko when she was a student in National Theater School in Montpellier and while I was an artist invited
there. Shortly after she graduated, we started to think about a project in-between our two cultures. Kyoko invited me in
Japan in 2017 and it was the first occasion to start our conversations about beliefs in the traditional culture, passing by a
trip to Goto Islands and learn more about the Kakure Kirichitan that I was interested in for a long time. Step by step,
these discussions lead to the thema of beliefs in the contemporary theater : what do we believe when we see a
performance ? What do we believe when we see a drama on stage ? ”
In 2022-2023, we had the chance to be part of the Kinosaki International Art Center residency program and start to
work there from our subjects, inspiring ourselves from the reality there, local legends, people met.
“
François-Xavier Rouyer
“

In the past five years, there has been a "marriage" and a "divorce" in my life. The phrases "I'm getting married" and "I'm
getting divorced" are both very performative, they perform an act, but they are not exactly the same. "Marriage" is
something that both parties agree to, but "divorce" is not always the case. When I said "I'm getting divorced," I suffered
from the "will" and "responsibility" that had attached to me when I said "I'm getting married."
What does it mean then to give a "word" in a theatrical space? If I say "there is a tree" in this place, a tree will appear;
if I say "the tree has been cut down", the tree will disappear. I would like to expand on the "will" and "responsibility"
associated with the actor's "word" that is created in the theatrical space, as well as the play to break free of it.
“
Kyoko Takenaka

During the covid period, the company hosting this project, La Filiale fantôme, was creating and touring a big project, La
Possession, written and directed by François-Xavier Rouyer. The show was created in Vidy-Lausanne theater, co-produced
by St-Gervais theater (Geneva), and Philippe Quesne at Les Amandiers (Paris).
The multiple difficulties touring this big show with covid different laws between countries, health protection and insurance,
spending money to store the scenography for long months made us think of a very different new show to tour.
Kiac Onsen Miracle Tale is the result of this process with the idea of touring a very light show, with one actress, no
scenography and no props.
Just a simple talk, playing on the limits of the theater and performance, making appear huge scenography by the power
of the mind.
A minimalistic experience who only requires an actress and an audience.

FORMER SHOWS

LA POSSESSION

NANTERRE-AMANDIERS & SWISS CULTURAL CENTER / ST-GERVAIS (GENÈVE) / VIDY-LAUSANNE

VITA NOVA
FAR° (NYON) / ST-GERVAIS (GENÈVE) / PETIT THÉÂTRE (SION) / VIDY-LAUSANNE

HOTEL CITY
NEW-NOW (AMSTERDAM) / QG, CONTEMPORARY ART CENTER (LA CHAUX-DE-FONDS) / LA MANUFACTURE (LAUSANNE) / VIDEOBOX (Paris)
ENSA
D/

THE OTHER COOL

PRINTEMPS DES COMÉDIENS (MONTPELLIER)/ THÉÂTRE DE LA CITÉ (TOULOUSE)

SCHEDULE

2017 : Work trip to Japan (Tokyo, Kyoto, Nagasaki, Gôto Islands)
2018-2021 : Discussions, rehearsal workshops in France
2022 : 2 weeks work in KIAC in August 2022.
2023 : 2 weeks work in KIAC in March 2023
18th March 2023, presentation in KIAC
September 2023, Japan tour (still under construction)

Born in 1985, François-Xavier Rouyer is an author, theater and movie director. After studying cinema (Master's degree in Paris III, Graduated in scriptwriting from La
Fémis) and theater (Master's degree in directing at the Manufac-ture in Lausanne), he presented Hôtel City, a composite work between cinema, theater and plastic
installation, bringing together 50 actors from the Manufacture, at the NEW-NOW festival in Amsterdam and at the Centre d'Art Contemporain in La Chaux-de-fonds. In
the theater, he wrote and directed L'autre Cool for the ENSAD at the Printemps des comédiens in Montpellier (2018), then created La Possession at the Théâtre VidyLausanne, then on tour at St-Gervais (Geneva) and at the Théâtre Nanterre-Amandiers (2021). In the cinema, he co-wrote and co-directed Grand Champ, which won the
Est Ensemble prize at the Côté Court festival in Pantin (2022) and is currently writing his first feature film. At the Opera, he is a dramaturge and artistic collaborator of
directors such as Satoshi Miyagi or Philippe Quesne (Festival d'Aix-en-Provence, Wiener Fest Wochen, Festival d'Automne... He is in charge of the "Author Pole" of the
Paris City Council's conservatories of dramatic art, and regularly teaches at the National School of Dramatic Art in Montpellier, at the Manufacture in Lausanne, at the
Master's Degree in Stage Direction at the University of Nanterre, and at the University Theater in Tours.

Kyoko Takenaka was born in 1987. She graduated from Obirin University, Performing and Visual Arts section in 2011 in Tokyo. She has followed an acting career in
Japan with Suguru Yamamoto, Yudai Kamisato, etc. She continued her training in France by entering the Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Art Dramatique de Montpellier in
2013, following the teachings of Gildas Milin, Cyril Teste, Julie Deliquet, Robert Cantarella and Alain Françon. Upon graduation, she began working with director
Guillaume Vincent, Songes et Métamorphose, LOVE ME TENDER, Les mille et une nuits, programmed notably at the Odéon-Théâtre de l'Europe, Paris. In 2017-2018, she
performed alone on stage The question of Faeries, by Satoko Ichihara in Tokyo, TPAM-Yokohama, at Kyoto Experiment, and also in New York. In 2018, she plays Some
of them had never seen the sea, edited by Richard Brunel in the official program of the 72nd Avignon Festival. In 2020, she will participate in a project in Canada,
Violence by Marie Brassard. At the same time, she holds a State Diploma in Theatre Teaching. She gives conferences in some universities in Japan on the theater in
France, especially on the professionalization of the actor. In 2021, she plays Madama Butterfly in the production of Theater Neumarkt in Switzerland in a new direction
by Satoko Ichihara.
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